Introduction.
Vitali has found that for functions of Umited variation of a single variable, which we know to correspond to absolutely additive functions of point sets in one dimension, a fundamental concept is that of elementary discard. This is a non-decreasing continuous function growing from 0 to 1 in the fundamental interval, but constant through each of a set of intervals whose total measure is the fundamental interval. An absolutely convergent series in terms of these elementary discards builds up the most general continuous function of limited variation whose derivative vanishes almost everywhere. Such a function is indeed merely the continuous case of what is called a discard-which in general measures the quantity by which a function of limited variation falls short of being absolutely continuous, f
That these results apply to more than one dimension is not obvious, on account of the variety possible in the function of singularities.
Indeed, the instrument which is adapted for the analysis of the general discard in the typical case of two dimensions is not the point function, but Volterra's function of curves--more particularly, the function of plurisegments. Like the point function, it yields an analysis in terms of closed sets ; unlike the point function, it does not prefer discontinuities distributed along a vertical or horizontal Une and is therefore a more proper complement of the absolutely additive function of point sets. | An analysis in terms of point functions has been made § by isolating denumerable sets of Unes of discontinuity parallel to the axes. Such a treatment, however, is not as general as this one since in a two-dimensional problem discontinuities located on lines not parallel to the axes or on other curves are equally important.
Preliminary notions
The fundamental rectangle shall be denoted by A. A segment of A is a rectangle contained in A with its edges parallel to those of A.
Two segments of A are said to be distinct when they have no common internal points; they can, however, have portions of their boundaries common.
A segment sx is contained in another segment s2 when every point of sx belongs to s2; we do not exclude the case where the boundaries have points in common.
Similarly, sx is contained in a finite number of segments, s<o, • • • , s<*>, if every point of sx belongs to some s(i).
The ensemble of a finite or denumerable infinity of segments, two by two distinct, shall be called a plurisegment.
The plurisegment composed of a finite number of segments is said to be finite, otherwise infinite.
A point internal to any segment of a plurisegment is said to be internal to the plurisegment.
If px and p2 are two plurisegments, then p2 is said to be contained in px if every segment of p2 is contained in a finite number of segments of px.
If px and p2 are two plurisegments and every segment of px is distinct from every segment of p2 then px and p2 are said to be distinct.
Definition.* Let sx and s2 be two boundaries of segments in A exterior to each other except for a common portion s', and let s3 be the curve composed of sx and s2 with the omission of s'; if for all such segments the relation F(sx)+F(st)=F (s3) is satisfied, then F(s) is said to be an additive function of segments.
Definition. If p is an infinite plurisegment in A and if the relation
(1) F(P)=22<F(si) i
holds for all such plurisegments, then F(p) is said to be an absolutely additive function of segments, or of plurisegments. We shall assume that F(p) is finite on every plurisegment in A. It is an immediate consequence of this assumption that the series (1) is absolutely convergent.
Theorem A. .4» absolutely additive function F(p) of segments is bounded for all plurisegments in A.
We say that F(p) is bounded on A if it is bounded for all plurisegments in A.
Suppose F(p) is not bounded on A. Then a finite plurisegment Pi can be found in A on which F is as large as we please, i. e., \F(px) | > 1 + |F(A) | and, therefore, if pi is the complementary plurisegment such that pi+pi = &.
Now F is unbounded in pi or pi, suppose in pi. Then we can find a finite plurisegment pt in pi in which F is as large as we please, say \F(p2)\ >l + \F(px)\; let p2 be the complement of pt in ^i; then |F(^2)| >1, \F(pi) | > 1 and F is unbounded, say in pt.
We thus get a sequence of distinct finite plurisegments pi, pt, • • • , in each of which \F\ > 1.
Hence the series \F(Pi)\+\F(p2)\+ ■ ■ ■ is divergent. This contradicts our statement that F is an absolutely additive function of segments. Hence F is bounded on A. Definition. A function F(p) of plurisegments, i. e., an absolutely additive function of segments, is said to be absolutely continuous if for any positive quantity e, assigned in advance, a quantity S>0 can be found such that |F(^>)| <e for every plurisegment p whose measure is less than S.
Theorem B. An absolutely additive function of segments is the difference of two non-negative functions of the same nature.
Consider any plurisegment p in A, and let U(p) be the upper bound of F(p) for all finite plurisegments in p. Then U(p) is non-negative since in any segment of p a segment can be found for which F is arbitrarily small. U(p) is finite, since F is bounded on A, by Theorem A. If F(p) were negative for every plurisegment we should write F(p) = -N(p). In general write N(p) = U(p) -F(p) =0.
We have to show now that U(p) is absolutely additive. Suppose first that p consists of two segments si and s2; then U(p)^U(sx)+U(si), since any finite plurisegment in Si plus any finite plurisegment in s2 is a finite plurisegment in p.
Now we can find a finite plurisegment in p, call it p" for which
for any e >0 , and this plurisegment will be divided into two finite plurisegments pti, p." contained in Si and s2, such that
for any e > 0 and therefore
It follows that
If p is composed of » segments it is easily seen that
Now suppose that p is an infinite plurisegment, consisting of the segments «j, Ss, • • • ; we have U(p) 1 ¿ U(sí) for any » i and therefore U(p)^ 22T=i U(Si), the latter quantity being finite, ^U(A).
On the other hand a finite plurisegment ~p can be found, contained in p, such that for any e given in advance
But by definition p is contained in a finite plurisegment p<-m) whose segments Snj, 5*2, • • • , s"m are segments of p. Hence, as we have shown in the case where p is finite,
and therefore
We have thus shown that 2~27=i ^(J<) = U(p).
Let us write
The desired decomposition is thereby effected.
Corollary. If F(p) is absolutely continuous then U(p) is absolutely continuous.
It is evident from the above that we do not lose any generality if we restrict our discussion to non-negative functions of plurisegments in the sequel.
Definition.
Consider a sequence of positive numbers ai>a2>a8> • • ■ such that lim^oo a" = 0 and a plurisegment p in A. Consider all the finite plurisegments M"n, contained in p, of measure ga". Let p" be the upper bound of F(M,r) for all M"n. Then pi^p2^ • • • . Let p be the lower limit of p". Then p is called the discard of F on p, and is denoted by the symbol SpF. It is evident that p is independent of the choice of the sequence {a,}.
2. Significant properties of discards Theorem C. A necessary and sufficient condition that a non-negative F defined in A have a zero discard in A is that F be absolutely continuous in A.
The proof is immediate from the above definitions.
Theorem. The discard of F is an additive function of segments, i. e., SPF = ¿, S,iF . i
For convenience consider a plurisegment p composed of two segments ii and St. The sum of any pair p" and p-, of finite plurisegments in sx and s2 respectively is a finite plurisegment in p and therefore SpF^,S,xF+StïF .
On the other hand if SpF is the discard of F in p a finite plurisegment p. in p can be found such that
for any e > 0 and no matter how small the measure of p,. This plurisegment can be split into two parts p's and p" contained respectively in sx and Sj such that F(p.')+F(p,")>SpF-e.
It follows that
StlF+S,2F = SpF .
Our theorem is therefore demonstrated. We may proceed similarly if P is composed of » segments.
Theorem. The discard of F(p) is additive for any plurisegment, i. e.,
SPF(P) -£< SHF i
where p is a plurisegment in A. On the other hand we can take « so large that £< SaiF<-and £< F(i,)<-^-. First let us note that SF is non-negative as is evident from our definition of discard.
Let SpF = k and Sp[SF]=kx; then kx^k.
Put t = k -kx. There exists a a >0 such that in every finite plurisegment p, in p of measure g a, S F <kx+t/2.
On the other hand, no matter how small a happens to be, there is a finite plurisegment p" in p for which F(p")>k -e where e is given in advance; in particular, then, where F(pa)>k-t/2.
Hence SPaF^k-t/2. But this is a contradiction, since it has just been shown that SF on p? is <kx+t/2. Theorem E. If g and ¡p are two non-negative absolutely additive functions of segments in A then if F=g+<p we have SpF = SpG+SP(p where p is any plurisegment in A.
Given e>0, a>0 and arbitrary, there exists in p a finite plurisegment px of measure < a/2 in which g>SPg-e/2 and a finite plurisegment pi of measure < a/2 in which <p>Sp<p -e/2. In the logical sum of px and pt we have, a fortiori,
SpF^Spg+Sp<p . Now for every e > 0, a a > 0 exists such that in every finite plurisegment in p of measure g a we have g<Spg+e/2 and <p <Sp<p + t/2; therefore for every finite plurisegment of measure ^ a we have We can therefore state that every non-negative function of plurisegments is the sum of a discard and an absolutely continuous function of plurisegments.
Point values and continuous discards
Definition.
Let U(p) be a non-negative function of plurisegments of A, and A a point of A. Define U++ (A) as Um¿.0 U(s++) where s++ is a segment in A whose lower left hand vertex is A and whose diameter d is made to approach zero. If for A there is no s++ in A we define U++(A) as 0. Similarly, define U+-(A) corresponding to segments on the lower right hand of A, etc. Then U(p) is said to have point values at A if not aU the U++(A), U+_(A) etc. are zero; moreover, we write
U(A) = U++(A) + U+-(A) + U-+(A) + U-(A) .
If A happens to be a boundary point of A two or three terms in the above sum will vanish.
Obviously there cannot be more than a denumerable infinity of such points A.
Having defined a point value of U(p) we may define now a function of point values for plurisegments p. Let e be the denumerable set of points A at which U(p) has point values. We define f(p), the corresponding function of point values, by the equation
where only those terms are included in the summation for which the corresponding segments s++ or s+ _ etc. are in the Umiting process ultimately contained in p. The f(p) is in fact an absolutely additive function of plurisegments.
It is verified directly that the function U(p) -f(p) has no point values, and is positive or zero.
In general for
Further we name the function If F(p) is non-negative in A and z is an interior point of a segment for which F = 0, then 2 is a point of invariability. Any point not a point of invariabiUty is a point of variability.
Definition.
Let <p be a discard in A, where <p has no point values and <p(A) = 1. Let the points of variability of <p constitute a set of measure zero. Such a discard shall be called an elementary discard in A.
Theorem F. The points of variability of F(p) non-negative in A, without point values, constitute a perfect set G.
If z is a point of variability, given any neighborhood arbitrarily small of 2, we can find a segment s in that neighborhood of which z is an interior point, and for which F(s)^0.
Also since F is a non-negative function of curves it must be >0 for any segment which has a point of variability as an interior point.
Let 3 be a limit point of G and let s be any segment of which z is interior; then some points of G occur also as interior points of s. Therefore F(s)>=0 and z is a point of G.
There is a segment s' for which z is an interior point for which F(s') =rj>0. If 2 is an isolated point of variability, s' may be taken small enough so that there are no other points of variability in s'. There is a rectangle s" contained in s' small enough (and with z as an interior point) for which F(s") < n/2. Now in or on the boundary of the region a included between s' and s" there is no point of variability.
Hence each point is an interior point of a segment for which F = 0, and we can cover this region with a finite number* » of rectangles Si on each of which F(j<) =0. But a is a finite plurisegment and F (a) ^ ]T"= x F (s<)=0. Hence F(s')^r¡/2. We are thus led to a contradiction, and consequently z cannot be a point of variability. Therefore G is perfect. (p) is equal to a series of the form 2» ki<Px(P) with a finite or infinite number of terms, in which the <pt(p) are elementary discards in A and the ki are positive constants for which X}< ki is convergent.
Given e>0 and arbitrarily small but <yp(A) and <r>0; then a finite plurisegment pi can be found in A of measure < a/2 in which yp > yp(A) -e/2. It is possible to find in pi a finite plurisegment, of measure < ff/4, in which yf,>yp(A)-j-~ ,etc .
The points common to all the plurisegments form a set G of measure zero. This set is closed since pi, Pt, ■ • • are closed sets.* Let us consider a finite plurisegment p which contains all the points of G in its interior. After a certain point, say »', the plurisegments pi+i, pt+i, • • • are contained in p. If this were not true for every />,+" there would be an infinite sequence among the sets pi+n for which the statement is not true, say pkv pk^,, -• ■ . Now insert in pk¡ the vertices of p internal to it. We have pki divided into two parts, the first consisting of a finite plurisegment p'ki contained in p and the second p't'. distinct from p. The plurisegments Pkx , Pki , • ' • are each contained in the preceding and hence have points in common. These points are not internal to p and on that account do not belong to G, which is contrary to the definition of G.
The discard of yp in p is therefore
If s is any segment, let G, be the subset of G in s, or on its boundary. As a special case G. may be a null set. By the preceding analysis the discard of yp(s) in any finite plurisegment of which the points of G" if any, are interior points (with respect to s as fundamental segment) is -yp(s) -e.
* de la Vallée Poussin, Intégrales de Lebesgue, 1916, p. 11. Let l(s) be the lower limit of the discard of 4>(s) for all such finite plurisegments contained in s. The value of I (s) is zero if no points of G ate contained in s.
If Po is any finite plurisegment composed of segments Si(i = 1, 2, • • • , «), let GPo be the subset of G in p0 or on its boundary. By the preceding analysis the value of \p(p) in any finite plurisegment p' of which the points of C7Po are interior points (with respect to the points of po as a fundamental set) is ^ \lr(po) -e. Let l(po) be the lower limit of $(p') for all such finite plurisegments p' contained in po. We wish to show that l(p0) = 2"=i l(si)-
In fact any » finite plurisegments p't of the kind mentioned above, one contained in each Si, form a finite plurisegment contained in po, for which all the points of c7P0 are interior points (with respect to po as a fundamental set). Hence I(Po)úTiKsí) -On the other hand any finite plurisegment p' contained in po which contains all the points of t7"0 as interior points with respect to p0 (as a fundamental set) is divided by the lines of p0 into a finite number g » of finite plurisegments p\ each of which contains all the points of G,. as interior points with respect to s i (as fundamental set). Hence *(p')=Tiii>(p'i).
In particular let p' be a plurisegment of this kind for which *(p')-l(Pi,)£* .
But 22^(pl) ^ 2~2l(si), and therefore IW+eeI>(í',)eE'(í¡). whatever e. In other words Kpo)^2ZiKsi) .
Hence with the help of the previous inequality, i(p*)=TiiKsi).
On account of the fact that l(p)-¿\p(p) for any finite plurisegment, the additive function of segments defines l(p) as an absolutely additive function of plurisegments.
Since l(s) = 0 for any segment which does not contain points of G, the points of variability of that function of plurisegments form a perfect set, where p is a plurisegment, m(p) is the measure of p and p is subjected to the condition that it be a member of a regular family with respect to z. We define regular family as follows :
The ratio of m(p) to that of the smallest square segment, with sides parallel to those of A, of center z which contains p does not tend to zero with m(p), when p belongs to this family.
Consider a sequence of positive numbers, h, h/2, h/4, h/8, • • • , which are half sides of squares of center F, in A. The restricted upper derivative of a non-negative absolutely additive function of plurisegments <p (p)* at F is defined as
where w" is a square of half side h/2n and center at P.
Lemma (a). The D<p, defined as above, is measurable (B
where (x, y) axe the coordinates of the point P at which Dip is calculated and h/2n is the half side of a square of center P. For a fixed », F(x, y\h/2n) is a function of (x, y). We now put
where we define g(x±h/2n, y±h/2") = <p(ùi), w being the rectangle with vertices (0, 0), (0, y + h/2n), (x±h/2n, 0), (x±h/2n, y + h/2n).
In order to prove F(x, y\h/2") measurable (B) as a function of (x, y), it will be sufficient to show that g(x+h/2n, y+A/2") is measurable (B) (» being held fast). Given any number c^0. Then the set E where g g c is obviously measurable (B). In fact £ is a closed set minus a set which is of zero measure (B).
We conclude that F(x, y\h/2n)/4(h/2n)2 is measurable (B) and therefore D<p is measurable (B).f * In order to take care of boundary points, by definition <p{p) =0 for any plurisegment p not overlapping A. It is easily seen that 4(p(c0") <p ((>>n) where S2 is the measure of any square ¿>", with center P, and included between the squares of half sides h/2n and h/2n+l. Given €>0 and arbitrary. If D<p is the symmetric upper derivative of <p at P, then a square w" can be found such that 
Theorem.
The non-negative function f(p) of point values of F(p), an absolutely non-negative function of plurisegments, has a zero derivative almost everywhere in A. The derivative is zero independently of its definition. We may write /(«)=/i(«)+Äi(«) (*£»").
Evidently Dfi = 0 almost everywhere in A. If DRi is not almost everywhere zero in A, then, since it is measurable, Lemma (a), there must be a set £,-, of measure a > 0, in A where it is > ö > 0 and where a is independent of »'. Every point of £,• is the center of an infinity of squares o¡k, of measure as small as we please, and on each of which Ri(a)k)/mwk > 8. By VitaU's Lemma,* we can cover £< by a finite or denumerable infinity of non-overlapping squares selected from the w* such that their measure ~a and differs from a by as little as we please. Then if a = J^w* we shall have
where Ri(co)= 2~lkRi(cok)úRi(A)<e, arbitrarily small. Hence e>8a, but since 8a is independent of e, this cannot be true. We are thus led to a contradiction and, therefore, Df=0 almost everywhere in A. We see from Lemma (b) that Df=0 almost everywhere in A, where Df is a derivative denned on any regular family.
A continuous non-negative discard yp(p) has a zero derivative almost everywhere in A. The derivative is zero independently of its definition.
By Theorem G of § 3 we can write n ypn(o>) = yp(os) -2< k{<pi(u) , i where u is any rectangle in A and <Pi((*)) are elementary discards in A. We can choose w0 so large that ^"(A)<e for any n=n0, e >0 being arbitrary and preassigned. The term ^"=1 knpi(ui) has a zero derivative almost everywhere in A, since the set of points of variability of ]Cl=i ki<Pi(<>>) which we write as (Gi+G2+ • • • +G") is perfect and of measure zero. The remainder of this proof is, mutatis mutandis, the same as above. Corollary. Any discard has a zero derivative almost everywhere in A.
In fact any discard can be written as a continuous discard plus its function of point values.
A non-negative absolutely additive function of plurisegments, F(p), in A may be written as follows: Nowf to F(p) there corresponds one and only one absolutely additive function, f(e), of point sets measurable (B) which coincides with F(p) on every rectangle of continuity (i. e.,f(e) =F(w) whenever f(s) =0, e being the * The existence and summability of DA (p) can be proved by exactly the same reasoning as that employed by Carathéodory, Vorlesungen über reelle Funktionen, Leipzig, 1918. set of points which constitutes the rectangle w and 5 being the boundary of «). Let/(e), Sef, a(e) be the functions of point sets measurable (B) which correspond to F(P), SJ, /" DFda respectively, these being non-negative functions of point sets. In fact /(e) is the lower limit of F(p) for all plurisegments p which constitute open sets containing e* Theorem I. ///(e) is the function of sets, measurable (B), which corresponds to F(p), an absolutely additive non-negative function of plurisegments, then f(e) = S,f + § Dfdo;
Sef is the function of sets defined by SpF, and DF is a derivative of F(e) calculated for any regular family.
We have, from the definition of/(e), (1) F(p)<f(e) + e, €>0 and arbitrary.
The above inequality holds for an infinity of plurisegments p constituting open sets which contain e, e being the set of points which constitutes a closed rectangle w. Since SpF^Sef , fz3FdV^a(e) J p
hold for any open p containing e and in particular for a p for which (1) holds, we have (a) a(e)+Sefúf(e).
On the other hand, given e >0 and arbitrary, we have SpF<Sef + -, fDFd<r<a(e) + L J v e these relations holding at the same time for an infinitude of open p which contain e. In fact the second inequality has place for all p which are contained in Po and contain e if only m(p0 -e) is sufficiently small. We conclude that 03) f(e) = S.f+a(e) .
* de la Vallée Poussin, Intégrales de Lebesgue, 1916, p. 86 fi. Combining the two inequaUties, (a) and (ß), we see that }(e)=Sef+a(e) on any rectangle in A, therefore on any set measurable (B) in A. It is easily seen that a(e) is absolutely continuous as a function of point sets measurable (B). We also see, from the definition of Sef, that DSef=0 almost everywhere in A, independently of the choice of regular famiUes serving to define DS"f. We may, therefore, write f(e) = Sef + fnfde, since Da(e) exists almost everywhere in A, is summable* and is equal to Df almost everywhere in A; Df is defined, arbitrarily, where it does not exist.
The correspondence between absolutely additive functions of plurisegments, F(p), and absolutely additive functions of point sets measurable (B),/(e), is (1, 1) if the discontinuities of the former are regular.f In order to show that the decomposition of an absolutely additive function, f(e), of sets measurable (B) given by Theorem I holds for any f(e) we shall assume that the discontinuities of F(p) are of the first kind. In fact, we have, by the theorem referred to in this case, one and only one F(p) corresponding to a given /(e) and conversely. We may, therefore, apply Theorem I and obtain the decomposition of/(e). We thus have the Theorem.
Every absolutely additive non-negative function, /(e), of sets measurable (B) may be written as f(e)=Sef + JDfde.
The symbols ha\e the same meaning as in Theorem I. By means of Theorem H ( § 4) we have the following Corollary. The decomposition of an absolutely additive non-negativ function, /(e), of sets measurable (B) into a function of sets measurable (B) whose derivative = 0 almost everywhere in A and an absolutely continuous function of sets measurable (B) is unique.
With the aid of the preceding corollary we see that S"f=f(eE), where f(eE) is the function of singularities defined by de la Vallée Poussin.* Theorem.
Given an absolutely additive non-negative function f(e) of normal se/sf « : then f(e)=Sef + JDf de for any normal measurable set in A.
In fact, /(e), Sef, a(e) are completely defined by an extension of the definition of the symbols, such a definition being unique,J by the values which these functions have on sets measurable (B). § Denote by f'(e), Séf, Je Df'de, respectively, the functions which define/(e), Sef, a(e). Then
on every set measurable (B) and, therefore, on every normal measurable set. Since a(e) is absolutely continuous as a function of normal measurable sets and since DSef=0 almost everywhere in A it follows that f(e) = S.f + füfde. In fact DF exists wherever DFx and DF2 both exist. The corresponding result is evidently true for any absolutely additive function of normal sets, i. e., /(e) =5,/ +feDfde, /(e) not necessarily positive.
Consider a plurisegment p in A and a set of positive numbers ai > at > • • • such that lim",a¡<r" = 0. Now let p" and X" be the upper bound and lower bound, respectively, of F(p) for all finite plurisegments of measure = an contained in p. Let lim"..00p"=p and limn<00Xn=X. These limits obviously exist; then we see that p is the discard in p of the positive variation U(p) of F(p) and X is the discard in p of the negative variation N(p) of F(p).
A slight examination of the preceding analysis shows that the results of this paper are vaUd for any finite number of dimensions.
Note: Given F(p), an absolutely additive, non-negative function of plurisegments in A. Then assuming /(e) =f(eE)+feDfde, where/(e) is the function of point sets measurable (B) in A, we can show that DSpF = 0 almost everywhere in A.
It is not difficult to show that f(wE)=S<J1F for any rectangle w in A. Now, by hypothesis, Z?/=0 almost everywhere in A, and, therefore, DSF = 0 almost everywhere in A. It would then follow that F(p)=SPF + f DF da .
Jp
It is to be noted that this is an alternative proof. Preference is given to the other method, because it enables us to obtain the decomposition of a function of point sets directly from that of a function of plurisegments.
Functions of plurisegments in curved space
We shall confine the discussion to a somewhat restricted class of surfaces. To consider the typical case we take a surface, in three-dimensional space, defined by the equations Xi=Xi(u,v) (»=1, 2, 3) .
We assume x¿ to be a continuous function of u, v and to have continuous first partial derivatives with respect to u and v.
In order to specify points on the surface we trace upon the surface two families of curves, the locus of points for which one or the other of the variables u, v remains constant. Call these u = const., v = const, curves, respectively. We assume that each u = const, curve intersects every v = const, curve, and conversely.
Definition. A singular point of the coordinate system (u, v) is a point F on the surface through which pass all of the v = const, curves, but no u = const, curve other than the curve which is the point F itself. We may, without sacrifice of clearness, call such a point a pole. It is assumed that there are none, one, or two such points on the surface. Through a point of the surface not a singular point passes one and only one u = const, curve and one and only one v = const, curve. A pole F0 is uniquely determined by u = u0.
Consider a point on the surface which is not a pole. Through this point, by hypothesis, passes « = ci, v = c2. From this point we measure an arc length s along u = cx and assume the coordinate system to be such that if v = c2 passes through a point on u = cx corresponding to a value of s2 of arc length and v = c2 passes through a point corresponding to a value s2 of arc length we shall have c2 >c2 if 52 >s2. A similar situation is assumed if we go along a v = const, curve. We take for positive sense along a v = const, curve the direction in which the parameter s increases, and likewise upon a u = const, curve the direction in which 5 increases. It is seen from the assumption that this definition is not ambiguous.
If either one or both of the systems u = cx, v = c2 of curves are closed, then u=cx + niûX, v = c2±mo)2, » and m positive integers, will mean the same curve if wi or o>2 is the period of u or v.
Let u = uo determine the pole F0. We then take the curves u = u0+r¡ and assume that for all 0 < rj < e, e > 0 and sufficiently small, the curves given by u = u0+r¡ are closed. We have tacitly assumed that v is to be measured along the positive direction of a v = const, curve from w0-Any point on the surface with coordinates (u, v) and such that uo -u = Uo+r¡ is said to be interior to the curve u = Uo+n. The configuration composed of the interior points of u = Uo+n together with its boundary points is said to be a polar cap. We shall denote this configuration by the symbol CV(P0).
Definition. Through a point (cx, c{ ), not a pole, of the surface draw two curves « = cX) v = c[. Take a point on u = cx not (cx, c{ ), and draw through it the curve v = c2. Take a point on» = c{ not (ci, c{ ), and draw through it the curve u = c2. The curves u = c2, v = c2 intersect by hypothesis. The set of points Er on the surface having coordinates (u, v) which satisfy the relations CX<U<C2, CX<V<Ct are said to be interior to the quadrilateral determined by u = Cx, u = c2, v = c'x, v = c2. In order to avoid ambiguity we assume that c2 -Ci<«i, c2-Cx<xx)t. Let EB be the set of boundary points of E¡. It is assumed that E, = Ei+Eb contains no pole.
Definition. The configuration determined by the set E, shall be called a segment Si. The points of 5¿ which have the coordinates (ci, c[ ), (ex, c2 ) , (c2, c[ ), (c2, ci ) are called the vertices of S¡. If the vertices of an S< have the coordinates (u+h, v+h), (u -h, v -h) , (u -h, v+h) , (u+h, v -h) where u, v are the coordinates of a point P interior to Si and h > 0, then the segment Si is said to be a regular segment relative to P. We denote such a segment by the symbol S(P, h).
We write
The measure of any segment 5¿ or polar cap C,(Po) is then f Çy/~ÏÏ(T^F2 dudv = m(Si) .
Si
The expression EG-F2 is assumed to be positive for any point of the surface not a pole. It is easily seen that H = yEG-F2=0 at a pole. Measure of point sets on a surface. It is clear that the descriptive properties of point sets on a two-dimensional surface are the same as those of point sets in a three-dimensional euclidean space. As for the theory of measure we may define the exterior measure of a bounded set E, i. e., E is contained in a finite volume of three-dimensional space, as the lower bound of the measure of all open sets which contain E. Even in this case this quantity may be infinite. An open set can be shown to be composed of a denumerable infinity of non-overlapping segments, possibly having boundary points in common, if we extend the definition of segments to include the triangular segments which have a pole as vertex. We take as the measure of a segment m(Si) defined above. The interior measure of E is defined as the upper bound of the measure of all closed sets contained in E. If the exterior is equal to the interior measure then E is said to be measurable. If we denote by E the set E less the points of E which are interior or on the boundary of the polar caps of arbitrarily small measure, we see that we can assume that the oscillation of H on SX(P, 3Ai)<e(minimum H on Ê), l>e>0 uniformly with respect to F, if only hx is sufficiently small, say hx<8 independently of P. The above theorem is an extension of Vitali's Lemma to surfaces and the proof of it does not present any new difficulties.
Definition. The collection of a finite or denumerable infinity of segments two by two distinct but having, possibly, boundary points in common, together with none, one, or two polar caps shall be called a plurisegment p.
The portion of the surface considered in this theory which we shall designate as the fundamental region is understood to be contained in a bounded portion of euclidean three-space and to be of finite measure.
The definitions used for functions of plurisegments on a surface are nearly the same as for the plane case. In fact, except for point values and the derivative, it is merely necessary to understand surface for plane.
we shall have A set of plurisegments {pi} is said to form a regular family relative to P if m(Pi) m(Pi) mS(P,hi) mCv(P) according as P is not or is a pole, where a >0 is independent of » and S(P, hi) or CV(P) is the smallest regular segment or polar cap relative to P and containing Pi.
Definition. The derivative of F(p) at a point P is defined as Umm(Pj^oF(/>j)/w(^i), if it exists, where {pi} form a regular family relative to P.
Definition.
The upper symmetric derivative of F(p) at P is defined as according as P is not or is a pole.
For point values we use the same definition as in the plane case except that now it is not necessary to distribute the point value at a pole among various segments, since such a point is strictly interior to a polar cap or is a boundary point of a plurisegment.
By an examination of the theory for absolutely additive functions of plurisegments in the plane it is seen that 
